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Feedback on abilities

How we deal with feedback on our abilities shapes important life

decisions

I What to study?

I Which career to pick?

I Which jobs to apply for?

I Whom to ask on a date?

Feedback is often noisy, leading to potential for biased interpretations.
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Biases in updating

People are generally “conservative”, i.e less responsive to noisy

feedback than perfect Bayesians

Slovic and Lichtenstein 1971, Fischhoff and Beyth-Marom 1983

People may be “asymmetric” i.e. react stronger to “good news” than

to “ bad news”
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In psychology, discussion about optimism bias

I People update asymmetrically about averse life events

Sharot et al. 2011, Korn et al. 2012, Sharot 2012

I Does not correct for “rational” updating differences

Harris and Hahn 2011, Shah et al. 2016

In economics, focus on testing Bayes’ rule

I People update asymmetrically about ego-related events

Möbius et al 2014, Eil and Rao 2011

I Number of recent null or counter results

Ertac 2011, Kuhnen 2015, Barron 2016, Coutts 2016, Gotthard-Real 2017,

Schwardmann and van der Weele 2016
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This research project

1. Attempt to replicate ego biases in asymmetric and conservative

updating.

2. Measure individual responsiveness to feedback (conservatism and

asymmetry)

→ “fingerprint” of motivated cognition
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1. Are conservatism and asymmetry stable traits that carry across

domains?

I Different cognitive tasks: numerical, verbal and IQ tests.

2. Does responsiveness change when the ego threat is greater?

I Students from economics, humanities and sciences.

3. Do individual measures predict economically relevant choices?

I Willingness to compete
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Experimental Design
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Experimental design – Timeline

1. Read instructions and answer multiple control questions

2. Perform first of three tasks for 5 minutes

I Score=#correct answers minus 0.5 times #incorrect answers

I Payment: 8DKK per point

Three tasks (in random order):

I Raven: “This exercise is designed to measure your general

intelligence (IQ)”

I Matrix: “This exercise is designed to measure your mathematical

ability”

I Anagram: “This exercise is designed to measure your ability for

languages”
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Experimental design – Timeline

3. Estimate probability of being in top half of 8 randomly selected

performances (prize=10DKK)

I Subjects indicate the probability p that makes them indifferent

between winning the prize with probability p and winning the same

prize when being in the top half.

4. Six rounds of feedback:

I Get noisy signal (P(true)=0.7)

I Update belief
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Experimental design
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Timeline

5. Perform second task for 5 minutes + belief elicitation...

6. Perform third task for 5 minutes + belief elicitation...

7. Fourth task: Self-selection into competition.

8. Questionnaire

I How relevant are the skills tested in tasks ... for success in your

field of study?
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Aggregate updating
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Updates after positive signal
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Updates after positive signal
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Updates after negative signal
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Updates after negative signal
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Finding 1 (Aggregate patterns)

Subjects deviate systematically from Bayesian updating:

1. updates are not sufficiently sensitive to the prior belief (even

within-subject),

2. on average, subjects are too conservative

3. no clear evidence for asymmetry

Initial Beliefs

Wrong updates

Regressions Mobius et al. (2014)
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Individual feedback responsiveness
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Estimate average updating (controlling for prior beliefs).

Relative Asymmetry: update upward more than the average.

Relative Conservatism: update less than the average.

I Compute both task-based (Raven, Anagram, Matrices) and

aggregate measures.

Mathematical Definitions
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Consistency across domains
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Correlations of conservatism and asymmetry measures across tasks

Conservatism

C(M) C(R)

C(A) 0.218*** 0.365***

C(M) 0.234**

Asymmetry

C(M) C(R)

C(A) 0.149** -0.043

C(M) 0.099

Conservatism correlates over tasks, asymmetry does not.
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Ego-relevance and feedback responsiveness
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Ego-relevance and gender effects
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Predictive power of feedback responsiveness
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Competition entry

Study self-selection into competition.

(Niederle and Vesterlund 2007)

Perform 4th task, consisting of mix of three previous tasks. Choose

reward scheme

I Piece rate (12DKK per point)

I Competition (24DKK per point if they outperform random

opponent, nothing otherwise)

Questions:

1. Can feedback responsiveness explain the choice to enter into

competition?

2. Do these effects operate through final beliefs or separate channels?
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Competition Choice

Cost of asymmetry/conservatism
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Main findings

Aggregate bias:

I Relative to a Bayesian benchmark, people are on average

conservative and not responsive to priors.

Fingerprint:

I Relative conservatism (but not asymmetry) is systematically

correlated across tasks.

I Subjects are more conservative, but not more asymmetric in tasks

that they consider more ego relevant.

Predictive power:

I Asymmetry increases entry through higher beliefs.

I Conservatism affects entry both through beliefs and independently.
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Conclusions

Replication: Existence of asymmetric updating in ego relevance still an

open question.

Individual measures: Updating fingerprint?

I Consistent “trait” of conservatism

I Both asymmetry and conservatism predict competition entry, which

predicts choices outside the lab

Buser et al. 2014, Reuben et al., 2015, Zhang 2013

But:

I No correlations for asymmetry

I Elicitation is time consuming
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Thank you!
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Initial Beliefs

0
1

2
3

4

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1

initial final

I Subjects are slightly overconfident (average belief is 55%)

I Beliefs more spread out and more accurate over time
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Initial Beliefs

I Women are less confident initially

I “Relevance” of task raises initial confidence within-subject (cannot

be explained by superior study background).

(see also Grossman and Owens 2012)

Back
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Updates in the wrong direction
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Zero updates

Back
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Logit regression of Bayes’ rule

Bayes’ rule can be linearized in terms of log-odds, and estimated as

µi ,post = δµi ,pr ior + βHI{si=H}λH + βLI{si=L}λL + εi ,

where

I µi ,post is the log odds ratio of the posterior probability of i ,

I µi ,pr ior is the log odds ratio of the prior probability of i , and

I λH = −λL is the log likelihood ratio of the signal.

Bayesian updating implies δ = 1 and βL = βH = 1.
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Logit regression of Bayes’ rule

One can define the following biases (see also Möbius et al. 2014)

I βL, βH < 1 implies “conservatism”: the update is less than it

should be.

I βL < βH implies “asymmetry”: positive signals are weighted more

heavily.
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Möbius et al regressions

Back
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Definition of measures

Average prior estimate:

∆µint = α+ β1µin,t−1 + β2µ
2
in,t−1 + γ111 + ...+ γ10110 + εint

where

I ∆µint := µint − µin,t−1 is the update by individual i in round t and

task n

I and 11, 12...110 represent dummies indicating that

0 ≤ µin,t−1 < 0.1, ..., 0.9 ≤ µin,t−1 ≤ 1
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Asymmetry

Relative Asymmetry: Stronger updates after positive rather than

negative feedback compared to the average person.

I Individual asymmetry in task n is then defined as

Ain :=
1

N−in

6∑
t=1

1(sint=L) ∗ εint +
1

N+
in

6∑
t=1

1(sint=H) ∗ εint (1)

where εint denotes the regression residuals. Ain is the sum of the

average residual after a positive and the average residual after a

negative signal.

I Ain is positive, if an individual updates upward more than the

average person.
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Conservatism

Relative Conservatism: Smaller updates then the average person.

I Conservatism is defined as

Cin :=
1

N−in

6∑
t=1

1(sint=L) ∗ εint −
1

N+
in

6∑
t=1

1(sint=H) ∗ εint (2)

Cin is the average residual after a negative signal minus the average

residual after a positive update.

I Cin is positive, if an individual updates upward less than the average

person after a positive signal and updates downward less than

average after a negative signal.

Back
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The cost of asymmetry and conservatism

How do payoffs change with relative conservatism and asymmetry?

Back
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The costs of conservatism and asymmetry

Finding 2 (Cost/benefit)

Relative asymmetry and conservatism are beneficial on average,

indicating that people “undercompete”.

For high (and confident) performers asymmetry is profitable as it raises

competition entry.

By contrast, asymmetry and conservatism are detrimental to low

performers, who are better off not participating.
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